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Editor’s note
Welcome to your YogAfrica!
2019 began with the sad news of the passing of our beloved Geetaji. The timing
of her death was auspicious as she had told her students over and over again how
she wished to live to see Guruji’s Centenary Celebrations but then wanted God to
take her. This is just what happened. She left this earth within two days after the
celebrations ended.
These celebrations in December marked the end of the year-long celebrations that
was 100 years since Guruji’s birth. Geetaji was fully involved during the year and even
passionately teaching over a thousand students in a stadium just the week before
she passed away.
Please see in this issue of YogAfrica, the letter our SA Chairlady, Carla Rech wrote to
Geetaji’s family at this sad time. Their response is also included.
I wanted to include letters from Geetaji and articles about Geetaji in this issue. Also,
please find a menstruation sequence as Yoga for Women was a huge aspect of her
teaching.
Geetaji was also very specific about what the Institute’s wishes are regarding the way
forward for teacher training. There is a recent interview with Geetaji in this regard
included in this issue.
It is with our deepest respect and gratitude for her life that we deliver this newsletter
to you. May her soul rest in peace.
Thank you to those of you who sent me interesting articles and information published
here.
I look forward to hearing from and receiving more contributions from readers for
future issues.
Love,

Toni
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Tributes to Geetaji
Letter to Geetaji's family from BKS Iyengar Institute of Southern Africa
Monday 17 December
Dearest Abhijata, Prashantji, Sunitaji and the Iyengar family
I am writing to express deep and sincere condolences on behalf of our Institute in Southern Africa.
We are so saddened and bereft at the news of our beloved Geetaji’s passing, but also filled with
gratitude and love. She has been released after a lifetime of the most remarkable service, selflessly
giving her all to us around the world. We were very privileged to have been in her presence, and to
have learnt from her deep knowledge and wisdom.
There are so many of us newer teachers in
Southern Africa, who didn’t know Guruji,
and for whom Geetaji was everything –
our great teacher and inspiration. She
quite literally changed lives, especially for
us women, and our daughters.

The Iyengar family's response:

How lucky we were to have welcomed her
here twice, and to have seen glimpses of
her gracious, gentle, private self, as well
as the passionate and masterful public
person, never forgetting her wonderful
sense of humour. She will be so missed,
but with her generosity of spirit, she will
always be with us. Many of us have been
getting together for decades every week to
do one of her classes from the recordings,
so she has always been close to us, and
will remain so.
Wishing you all strength and peace at this
time, in the knowledge that you are all in
our hearts.
Carla Rech
Chairperson, BKS Iyengar Institute of
Southern Africa
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40th Anniversary letter from Geetaji
for BKS Iyengar Institute of Southern Africa's 40th Anniversary
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An interview
with Geetaji
on learning to
teach & training
teachers
Interviewd by Rajvi H Mehta
From Yoga Rahasya Vol.25 No.3; 2018

Are you the first teacher of lyengar Yoga
after Guruji?
In 1948–49, there was a student called Mr.
Subramaniam who was working in the high
ammunition factory in Kirkee, near Pune. He
had a good grasp so Guruji gave him permission
to teach. And Mr Govindrajan would help him.
Then, Subramaniam was transferred to Delhi
and later to Kolkata. He would write to Guruji
about the problems people faced and Guruji
would guide him. This was in 1948…49. So,
they were the first teachers of lyengar Yoga.
Then, I started in 1958.
How were you trained or were you trained
to teach?
What do you mean by training? What is your
idea about training?
Well, Did Guruji teach you how to teach?
In Guruji’s time there was no question of
training. Even later, he did not like the
educational, typical way of training the
teachers. I used to watch him while he was
teaching. When I was doing, he would either
help me or ask my mother to help me. This is
the way of supporting, this is the way to help.
He did not teach me but he corrected me. He
taught me on myself.
And, when I was teaching he also corrected
me then. Where to stand, how to stand. He
was so quick. In a way, he had no patience. My
mother was patient . He would say something
and I had to run there. There was no second
time. He would show how he would lift a

person in Sirsasana. He would stand in the
front, lift the leg and then quickly come back,
support the spine with his leg and hold the legs
of the person with his hands. I had to catch
that with my eyes.
First thing I learnt was that I had to keep my
eyes open when he taught. Never to ask him
questions as he would not tolerate that. “What
did you see then?” I always had my eyes open
to see what he was teaching and the way he
would help. If I had to teach on my own then
he would give me the list of asanas – basically
remember the asanas as there would be no
time to bring a paper and write it down. So, I
had to remember and write down — there was
no question of asking him for the second time.
Then, I would come back and tell him what I
could not do and what I could do. This is when
I was teaching one is to one.
There was no Light on Yoga. He had two
albums of his asanas. One album he had given
Pandit Nehru, another copy was with us. I
would bring the album from his cupboard
and go to the room, look at that album and
practice. The album was my first Guru. I would
do what was in the photographs.
YogAfrica APRIL 2019
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When you started teaching in a group in the
school, did he give you any advise?
Yes. He advised me to make them stand in one
line so that I had an eye on all of them. Look
at their feet, look at their knees, look at their
arms. Watch if their body was straight. You
have to position the 30 or 40 students in the
class such that your eyes should see all of them
in one glance. Not to waste time on one asana
for a long time by giving long explanation.
You have to do it in front of them and they
have to follow you. I learnt to have a look
with one glance. At once have a look whether
the sitting is correct. At once, glance around
the hall from one end to the other. And, I
somehow developed that. First you have to see
if something is looking odd and catch that.
Correct that ‘odd’ position. Then when you see
something is missing like the elbows are not
straight, or the back not lifted… whatever it
is — then you emphasize on that. But, always
first correct that which is odd or very incorrect.
So, the training was very different. There
was no spoon feeding. It was all about
observation — eyes open!
Which was the first group to get certificates?
They were from the UK and South Africa. The
first certificates were given in London in 1968.
He was not allowed to go to South Africa so
they came to London. When he gave them
certificates, he told them “I am giving you
this certificate for teaching but remember that
you are students first. Always remember that
now you have to practice more. Your practice
becomes important because you have to
teach now.”
Before the certification process started,
did Guruji ask them to teach or did they
approach Guruji that they wanted to teach?
Guruji used to go once a year to the UK to
teach. Then, some of these people would
come together and practice. Then they told
Guruji, “people do ask us to teach. So, should
we?” Then, Guruji said, “Ok. You can start
teaching. Teach only what you know. Do
not teach anything else.” That is how they
started teaching.

8
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When the Inner London Education
Authority started yoga, they wanted to know
which teachers were given permission by him
to teach. So he started certification. So, he gave
certificates to those whom he gave permission
to teach. South Africans and British got the
first batch of certificates in 1968.
Then he told them and then me also, “show
in front of them, explain, know when to touch
and when not to touch a person. How we
teachers have to do in front of them. When
you do in front of them, they catch what we are
doing. So, use your eyes, show so they use their
eyes; use words and only then touch.”
His first public class after 1938-39 which I
do not know how/where he taught. But, after
that he had the first public class in Choksi
school in Pune. He would ask me to stand in
front of the students; how to do the opposite
side of what the students were doing. I had to
be quick that although his instructions were for
the left leg, I had to follow them on the right.
Did you make mistakes?
I never did mistakes. I could not afford to do
mistakes. He was a real teacher and he taught
in that way. He said, “Keep your ears open.
You are doing in the front so my instructions
should go to your ears. You cannot say, What
did you say?” Not allowed! If he said elbows
straight, my elbows had to be straight. If he
said join finger to finger… my finger to finger
had to be joined. He would walk around giving
instructions and I had to do in the front. If
he found that I was not doing correctly or
accurately then he would do. He would go
from person to person. Although it was a
group class — it was like an individual class.
He would find what is the defect in that person,
he would catch and touch accordingly.
So, he used to demonstrate and give
instructions, walk around giving instructions
and at the same time correct people
individually. Yes, and I would watch that. Why
he would stand behind in some asanas, some
where he would stand in the front, somewhere
he would have one leg back and one leg
forward. I used to watch that and catch what
he was doing.

So even the first batch of international
teachers were not coached?
No there was no teachers training course. But,
he did instruct in that lecture when he gave
the first certificates which is mentioned in
Asta Dala Yoga Mala.
Did he charge teachers who were being
trained any extra as they were going to earn
from teaching?
No. He never conducted teacher training
courses. He mentored them. He would make
somebody do Ardha Matsyendrasana and then
ask the assistant, now you make him do it.
Then, the person who assisted would fail! He
would not even manage to take the palm to the
toe leave alone turn it behind the back. Then
he would show how he held the arm, where he
held so that he can get the extension to turn
the hand back.
How did he select the first lot of teachers?
Did the person come and say, “I want to
teach” and he trained?
Somebody asked for a teacher then he would
say okay you go. In those days nobody asked
to become a teacher. Unlike today, when there
are people who know nothing but they want
to become a teacher. How long will it take to
become a teacher— they ask! In those days,
they never asked when will I get a certificate.
First learn the subject. You can’t go to a
musician or a singer and say I want to teach.
First learn. You know nothing and what are
you going to teach?? He never encouraged that.
When did this trend of teacher training start?
I don’t know when exactly it started but
possibly when the demand for teachers was
more. After 70s, somewhere in 80s… The
English teachers started training in groups as
there was a demand. They only trained existing
students. Then, they went to different countries
as people requested them to.
Were they doing a “professional” teachers
training?
No. They never advertised like today. Now,
people just advertise – you have done two

years — come for teachers training! The
training of the teachers should be done in the
class itself. He did that in Mumbai, Pune and
even in England. He would see the student who
is doing well, understanding well, grasping
well then he would say – assist. There were
people who could not do but could grasp the
mistakes… so he would tell them to help. There
were others who could do so he would say,
“you do and the others would follow!”
He would say,” You do Bakasana. Now
observe where the students are failing.” They
would fall on their face or the feet. So, students
don’t raise their feet. So, I have to observe.
My ankles, feet, toes are so active. So, they
also have to lift up. That is the way I develop
the words.
Both you and Prashantji have expressed
that people should start the old method
of mentorship and are not happy with the
teacher training process. There is concern
that in mentorship, there will be many things
they may not learn like the…
I will tell you where the teachers training is
going wrong. First of all, studentship is such
where you have lots of chances to learn. As
a student if you observe, my legs are not
straightening, back is not lifting then you can
learn where to lift, how to lift, why the buttocks
are projecting back…” In studentship, it takes
time even to realize where you are not doing
or going wrong unless the teacher tells you.
The teacher has to find out the gross and subtle
mistakes of the student and then instruct or
make them to do correctly. As a teacher I have
to see where the problem is and how to help
you without injury. This kind of process has
gone out of the teachers training process.
The teacher training process is — do these
asanas, you have to explain these techniques.
I was very surprised when I have seen the
teachers teaching a new group. The teachers
are teaching the students by just repeating
what is written in Light on Yoga or Light on
Pranayama. “All of you join your feet” and they
look up. Where are the feet? Their eyes do not
even go to the feet. “Jump and spread apart…”
and they are looking somewhere up… Where
YogAfrica APRIL 2019
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are the legs? There is no communication. The
sentence that we make has to connect with
the students’ bodies. And that is lacking in
the teachers training course. They just give
instructions and sometimes walk from one
end to the other. Even here I lose my temper
when they just walk with their hands back.
Teaching cannot go on in this way. Watch what
they are doing. Observe. This was Guruji’s
first instruction. Observe them, correct and
then give the instruction. Take the example
of Trikonasana. “Your distance was less, now
increase the distance” so that they can take
their hand down. I will not even initially use
the word dorsal. “Watch my chest — whole
chest has to open; all the ribs have to be seen.”
So, the person in front understands. Then, the
word dorsal comes in.
The major problem then is that they are not
communicating…
When I asked the teachers on how they do
the teachers training, they said that we just take
their practice. If they are “teaching” a group
which is already practicing then what teachers
training are you doing? The most important
thing is how you will convey. You have to see
that something is going wrong and then you
correct. But if you do not see what is going
wrong then what is the point of teaching? How
much can you convey with the words? Words
do not convey everything. Sometimes, you
demonstrate. You would have seen the photos
of Guruji showing how he moves.
So, you are suggesting a long-term
mentorship when they learn to watch,
observe, correct etc.
Yes. Also, there are a few selected asanas in
the introductory course. You are good at them
and you “finish” them. Now you think “that it
is done, I can start teaching.” You do not know
the problems the other person can have.
You should also do more than the syllabus.
Guruji said teachers should do more than the
students. What did he mean by that? It did not
mean that the students do Trikonasana once
and you do it three times. If your Trikonasana
has to improve then you have to do other
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asanas that can improve your Trikonasana.
In another words, if you are appearing for
Introductory certificate, you should know at
least the junior levels, I, II or even III asanas.
You should know the asanas. Even if you do
not know the advanced asanas, at least do the
intermediary. You should be able to do those so
that you are able to teach Introductory better.
If there is no Upavisha Konasana in
Introductory, you do not touch it. But if you do
it along with Baddha Konasana, Angular Supta
Padangusthasana then you open the groins…
the problem is there. They just stick to the
technique and go with that. They don’t know
if there is a defect then what has to be done.
And that is not just a physical defect, it is also
mental. They give a few limited instructions…
So, as a teacher, break those limitations.
It is not alignment, accuracy, precision in
the beginning. First freedom has to come.
Allow them to do. Then Guruji started using
the words alignment, awareness. They say,
“Be aware of your top arm.” What is aware?
It becomes mere words. So, you say stretch,
extend, then the awareness comes. We have to
give the feel of alignment. We have to give the
feel of precision. You cannot say be precise.
That part is missing in the training. That will
only come with mentoring.
Then you study the books, then you work
with seniors and if you are not doing that then
you are going wrong. You should practice
together, work together, sometimes just get
together. That is not happening. It is becoming
absolutely academic. It is not like a school.
Supposing you have to teach geography,
you can read the chapter and go. But, if the
students are sharp and they ask you what is the
meaning of this… then you are stuck! So, you
should know the earlier as well as later chapters
to connect to what you are going to teach.
They are only thinking that we should
produce many teachers if we have to spread
everywhere. So, we are churning out
instructors and not teachers. In Guruji’s
method there is no scope for just giving
instructions. Then, you can use the book.
Now, we assess. Supposing you are in the
group who is doing and the teacher is being

assessed for Sirsasana . Interlock the fingers –
you do it; elbows as wide as the shoulders –
you do it; crown of the head on the floor – you
do it; walk in with your feet – you do it… You
already know so you do. Now I am going to lift
you and you say ok… you are prepared. The
challenge is when a “real” new comer comes —
then you should be able to help that student.
Today, people who have not even studied
lyengar Yoga can repeat the instructions, they
are already doing it. The strength of an lyengar
yoga teacher is in communication; which is
lacking. And, that will come only when you
observe hundreds of bodies; correct them.
This kind of teacher training to
mechanically produce teachers has to be
stopped. We do not want any mechanical
teachers. Observation and communication is
very important when you train the teachers.
Geetaji, this form of mentorship can work
where there are already some teachers. But
what about places and cities where there are
no teachers.

That is where the actual work begins. So, one
teacher goes there and trains a group there.
Then that group can come to Pune or to a
nearby senior teacher. So, you build up a group.
You go and learn from your seniors.
Quality is important. Otherwise, it will only
be a physical exercise. Why did Guruji say that
there is pranayama, dharana, dhyana in the
asana. Is your mind stable and established in
the asana? Guruji says dhyana is alertness. Eka
tanato dhyanam… You don’t miss the intensity
anywhere at any time… It is not just flow. The
intensity is important. Understand all that.
I saw Guruji directly and that was my
luck. But now, his books, his films are there.
People enjoy his films. But you should not
just see, your eyes should go to study on how
he does the different asanas. First you may
get surprised when you see the film, then you
enjoy; but now watch with a student’s eyes. You
have to see it so many times…
Be students. And, as a teacher, you have to
change at the physical, physiological, mental,
intellectual and spiritual level. 
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Menstruation sequence
As taught by BKS and Geeta Iyengar
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Geetaji:
Our Gem
By Lois Steinberg
From The Iyengar Yoga National Association of
the United States Yoga Samachar, 2004

The lyengar Yoga community joyously
celebrates Geeta S. Iyengar’s 60th year of
life. Born on December 7, I944, Geetaji is
our multi-faceted Gem. She fulfills many
demanding roles with love, compassion,
and generosity: yoga student, practitioner,
teacher extraordinaire, promoter, mentor,
foster-mother, daughter, sister, aunt, cook,
hostess, comedian, writer, editor, lecturer,
listener, director, traveler and more. From
the beginning of her yogic path, Geetaji has
actively devoted her intentions, thoughts and
behavior to yoga. As the eldest daughter and
student of Yogacarya BKS lyengar, Guruji,
her position in life has been in the spirit of
devotion to yoga. Like her father, she has
fostered, mentored, and developed thousands
of yoga students and projects, often putting
aside her own needs in the process. Her actions
are pure and spiritual; she follows the path of a
karma yogin.
Serendipity first brought little Geeta to
yoga as a toddler as she played with her father,
often imitating him while he practiced. As a
young girl, before Light on Yoga was published.
Geetaji emulated pictures of her father’s
yoga poses without instruction. Her mother,
Ramamani, intervened when she observed her
daughter’s dedication and began to correct her
practice. A weak constitution compounded
by kidney disease led Geetaji to practice yoga
more seriously after she found it improved
her health. In Geetaji’s early teenage years,
Guruji only occasionally taught her directly,
whenever he had time to spare from teaching
his other students. Later in adolescence, Guruji
explained asana in more detail to help Geetaji
correctly demonstrate for T. Krishnamacarya
(Guruji’s guru) when he lectured on yoga.
Ultimately, Geetaji joined Guruji’s classes.

top: Geetaji. above: Iyengar family 1960s.

After her mother’s death, Geetaji’s asana
practice often had to take a back seat to family
obligations. Since her mid-twenties she has
had enormous responsibility as a householder.
She looked after her sisters when they were
younger and has taken part in the lives of her
nephews and niece. She is the main cook and
hostess for the ever increasing family, relatives,
and visitors to the home. Those who have been
close to her have tasted her delicious meals
and have seen her sweep the floors at the end
of a very full day. The days continue to consist
of answering correspondence, writing articles
for publication, editing, preparing lectures
and programs for Institute functions, meeting
YogAfrica APRIL 2019
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individually with students, giving interviews,
directing the activities of running the Institute,
and teaching classes.
Geetaji has been teaching yoga for more
than 42 years. As a teenager, she instructed her
schoolmates as well as Guruji’s students when
he was traveling. When the Ramamani lyengar
Memorial Yoga Institute opened in 1975,
classes comprised approximately 25 students.
At that time the lyengar Family had no idea
the general classes would eventually grow to
over 100 students. Today, Geetaji conducts
five mega-classes per week and three medical
classes. While teaching she doesn’t miss
observing a single student, corrects the student
teachers and conducts the individual practices
of students with special conditions. Every class
is a major, earth-shaking event. As a strict
disciplinarian, one with compassion and heart,
Geetaji commands and demands attention.
While classes can be grueling, her lucid insight
is invigorating. She may suddenly break out
into a comedic routine to parody our habits.
For those who have been long-term students at
the Institute she doesn’t teach anything “new”,
but the way that she teaches and the way that
she nails you to your actions are novel and
fresh. Students leave class feeling grounded,
whole, introspective. One feels grateful and
blessed.
Geetaji has a keen memory for each of
her students. Once a new student in class
told Geetaji that she was menstruating every
23 days. Geetaji instructed her to practice a
certain way from then on. When this woman
menstruated again Geetaji commented to her
that it was good her cycle had lengthened by
three days. Geetaji recalled how many days it
had been without the woman telling her.
The women’s classes are particularly
extraordinary. In the early days at the Institute
it was atypical for women to do yoga. The
women who joined may have been quite brave,
but they were very disorderly. Much of the class
time was spent getting the women to be quiet
and pay attention. Even Guruji would help
Geetaji control the class. He would instruct
the women who wouldn’t stop talking to do
extra Urdhva Dhanurasanas. Today, thanks
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to Geetaji’s direction, many of the students
in the women’s classes have progressed into
dedicated practitioners of yoga for over 25
years. Geetaji has helped innumerable women
resolve or alleviate problems from menarche
to menopause. She has evolved the practice
of yoga for women into an art of its own.
In addition to the countless women she has
helped personally, her valuable book, Yoga: A
Gem for Women, first published in 1983 and
reprinted many times, has enabled women the
world over to practice yoga in harmony with
their cycles.
Every fourth week of the month and every
Thursday evening Geetaji’s pranayama classes
are a much anticipated experience. Geetaji
may begin or end the class with dhyana as
well. Her refined instruction takes you deep
inside yourself. Each week she continues the
thread from the previous class to help students
achieve a deep understanding of the practice.
In addition to teaching classes and making
her best efforts to carry on Guruji’s genius,
Geetaji also gives extremely popular and
successful yoga demonstrations in Pune. She
has given lectures and demonstrations to
various professional organizations and women’s
groups in Pune. When the young people
attending Fergusson College in Pune were
treated to a week’s course of yoga on campus,
Geetaji continued the thread of instruction at
RIMYI. For three weeks, variations of Surya
Namaskar were taught by Geetaji to show

the oldsters in the class how to encourage the
youngsters to do yoga. Nearly every pose from
Light on Yoga was strung into sequences of
jumpings.
In addition to authoring Yoga: A
Preliminary Course and Basic Guidelines For
Teachers, Geetaji has continued Guruji’s work
by directly educating yoga practitioners in how
to share our knowledge with students.
Her first trip to the United States was to
Boulder, Colorado, in 1996. The Teachers
Exchange Convention was a huge success. In
addition to gaining knowledge on philosophy,
asana, pranayama and teaching, everyone
who participated felt that Geetaji drew our
yoga community closer together. Many of
us were crying as Geetaji departed after the
closing puja. Since we liked it so much, she
commented, she would be back. And she has
come hack. Geetaji was the honored teacher
and guest at the lyengar Yoga Odyssey 2001
Convention in Pasadena, California. The
convention was open to students and teachers.
Again, Geetaji brought our yoga family close
and clarified the practice.
Geetaji has now traveled abroad on three
occasions. After Pasadena, she taught at a
convention in Canada. In 2002 she made her
first sojourn to Europe. Conventions were held
in Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Poland, Germany,
The Netherlands, Belgium, France and the
United Kingdom. In 2003 Geetaji taught at
conventions in South Africa, Australia, and
New Zealand.
Geetaji’s workload and time commitments,
and her capacity to give herself so fully to her
students, have caused her health to suffer.
Still, when she walks into a class at RIMYI,
her students know that dynamic asana or
pranayama is about to begin. Each class seems

to surpass the last. At the same time, we were
all relieved this past January to know that
Guruji was focusing on helping Geetaji regain
her health. Geetaji has also agreed to take
some months off from teaching each year. As
students of the Iyengar Family, it is now our
duty to carry the flame of their teachings.
Geetaji is our yoga community’s multi-faceted.
Gem. May her 60th year be brilliant! 
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Firooza at
Tarab Ling,
November 2018
By Rahle Dusheiko

When I first heard about the intensive that
Firooza was teaching at in Dehradun in India
in November 2018, I immediately signed up.
I had heard about it not long after the course
she taught here in Cape Town in September
2017 and I was still totally awestruck by her.
Five of us from Cape Town registered and
headed off to Rishikesh for a few days first.
Everything I had heard and seen online about
Rishikesh, didn’t really prepare me for the
reality of being there. It’s like nothing else I
have seen in India (granted I haven’t travelled
extensively in India), the air is clean, there are
not really cars allowed in most of the narrow
lanes but there are still a number of tooting
scooters especially across the Laxman Jhula
Bridge, one of the main and busiest bridges
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that crosses over the Ganges. Rishikesh is
the hub of all things yoga in India and there
are numerous ashrams, yoga halls and yoga
schools. You can’t walk more than 100m
without passing one of the them, let’s just say
yoga is prolific in Rishikesh. It is a fascinating
place, Sadhus roam the streets along with all
sorts of Westerners there to study, train to
become a yoga teacher or to “find” themselves
and there are, of course, so very many cows
and mischievous monkeys. We spent our first
days exploring the narrow roads and lanes
filled with an exotic, colourful assortment of
all things yoga as well as beautiful fabrics and
so many bookstores with such interesting (and
cheap) books an all aspects of yoga, Eastern
spirituality and philosophy. No sooner had
we become accustomed to the leisurely days
spent alongside the limey green of the Ganges
doing yoga, hanging out at coffee shops and
shopping, and then it was time to leave.
The intensive was held at the Tarab Ling
Institute which is a Tibetan Buddhist Centre
near a bustling city called Dehradun not far
above: Our whole group squinting directly into the sun.

View from hotel of Ganges and the Laxman Jhula Bridge.  

from Rishikesh. Dehradun is in the north of
India in the Uttarakhand province, and Tarab
Ling is in the countryside between Dehradun
and Rishikesh, it is surrounded by farms, fields
and in the distance tall mountains and the hill
station of Mussoorie which is just before the
foothills of the Himalayas. The accommodation
was very typically Tibetan-style architecture
with each “house” accommodating 16 people in
8 twin rooms with en-suite bathrooms in two
levels. There were about 40 of us from South
Africa, England, Scotland, America and Europe.
Joining Firooza was her elderly but impressively
alert mom as well as her son. Most of the
group from the UK have been having annual
workshops with Firooza for many years, so it felt
like we were part of a very large family affair.
In the first session, Firooza set the theme
for the intensive by asking us to explore the
difference between our sense of sight – where
we perceive the seen and known world and
ourselves – and our sense of perception –
to feel and experience the unseen within
ourselves. This set the tone of our asana and
pranayama sessions, to perceive our internal
selves and universe by being aware of the
spaciousness and sensitivity that can be created
through breath.
The days started with pranayama followed
by breakfast in the dining room which over
looked the grounds. Asana followed by lunch
with a few hours in the afternoon to chill, do
washing, make notes or nap :). The evening

session was a restorative session and mostly
followed by really interesting sessions on
philosophy where Firooza shared her deep
understanding and vast knowledge of the
sutras and Eastern spirituality and philosophy.
In these sessions, Firooza either discussed
some sutras at length or answered questions
that students had submitted. She also dedicated
one night to a detailed discussion about
menopause which was very interesting. I
loved these sessions because of the gentle
and thorough way she explains everything in
such detail.
Midway through the intensive, was the
festival of Diwali, the Hindu festival of lights.
The houses down in the valley were all lit up
at night making for a magical night view. On
Diwali day, we only had a morning session and
then we split up and different groups went on

Riva Hirschowitz, Judy Farah, Rahle Dusheiko,
Brigitta Tummon at Swarg Ashram, Rishikesh.
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various outings. One group went to Rishikesh
for the day, some people stayed at Tarab Ling
and rested. We went on a “trek” up to the town
of Mussoorie, which was really a seriously long,
hot trudge up a narrow jeep track hugging the
edge of one of the many steep cliffs leading up
to the historical hill station. At the top, we were
awarded with the most spectacular views. The
Mall Road which is one of the main roads that
winds along the top of the town, is lined with a
charming variety of clothing and fabric stores,
coffee shops, restaurants, sweetie vendors and
hotels. The downside to this picturesque town
was the incredibly windy drive up and back
down to the valley and Tarab Ling, not for
the faint-hearted. The next day, our routine
resumed and everyone felt a little refreshed
after the break.
Since the majority of us were teachers, she
pointed out that she is not insisting that we
work hard, she assumed we were all doing
our best, but to rather work without strain
and exhaustion and deepen the practice
through our breath. Firooza is apparently,
very influenced by Prashant’s style of teaching
in that respect. I personally really benefited
from this approach and learned so much about
my own breath and body. As teachers, we do
talk about the breath – queuing our students
when to breathe in and out – but she managed
to guide through awareness of our breath
and posture to a state where the brain and
mind become quiet and receptive, and in that
moment of sensitivity and intelligence is where
you begin to perceive and experience what
more is possible. We worked very deeply in the
asana classes. In the pranayama sessions we
synchronised the sounds of the chakras silently
with our inhalations and exhalations, feeling
the various sensations of the different words.
Later on in the intensive, we silently repeated
the sounds of vowels associated with each
chakra. The resulting experience is a sensation
of vibrancy felt along with the movements of
the breath. This created a sense of spaciousness
within the boundaries of the physical body and
even these became permeable creating a sense
of connectivity to the outside. We also did a
lot of work with the breath and kriyas – which
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Top: Outside of the yoga hall.
Above: Mall Road, Mussoorie during Diwali.

means action. Firooza also encouraged us to
be the observer and not the doer, to allow the
practice to happen though the shape of the
pose and the breath.
At the end of the 10 days, it felt like we had,
as a group and individuals, accessed a part of
ourselves which was both intimate as well as
universal. I felt rinsed and refreshed internally,
mentally and physically. It was the perfect way
to end off my year of teacher training, to be
exposed to such a different and refined way
of practising and also to share such deep and
wonderful insights into Samkhya and yogic
philosophy. It never ceases to amaze me, this
global Iyengar community, how we can come
together as strangers and be united by the
vision and teachings of one great Guru, how
vastly his teaching has been spread, interpreted
and then shared some more. A special thanks
to Kirsty MacGregor and Sara Trevelyan for
all their hard work in organising the intensive
as well as to Norbu, the infinitely patient and
peaceful manager at Tarab Ling. 

Regional Workshops
Gauteng

Southern Cape

Workshop with Indian teacher, Raya
Sat 27 April – Wed 1 May

Workshop with Riva in Wilderness
Sat 25 & Sun 26 May

International Day of Yoga
Saturday 22 June
@ Carla Rech’s Studio

Makhanda (Grahamstown) weekend
classes
Sat 11 May, Sat 8 Jun, Sat 13 July
Two hour classes from 9–11. Please
book through Gillian on 073 245 1922
as there is limited space.

Guru Purnima Celebration
Saturday 20 July
@ Carla Rech’s Studio
Farewell for Jenny Morris
End November ~ date TBC
@ Carla Rech’s Studio

Western Cape

KwaZulu Natal

Adjustment workshop with Ina, Eileen
and Judy in Somerset West for teachers
and student teachers
Sat 25 May

Retreat with Judy at the Buddist
Retreat Centre in Ixopo
Fri 21 – Fri 28 June
Workshop with Judy
Fri 28 – Sun 30 June
Workshop with David Jacobs and
Jurgen Mensel
Fri 8 – Sun 10 November
Workshops at Midlands Forest Lodge
with Jaqui Acres
Sat 11 May, Sat 8 June, Sat 13 July,
Sat 10 Aug, Sat 14 Sept
9am–12: Open Iyengar Yoga Workshops
(All levels)
2–5pm: Professional Development for
yoga teachers and trainees

Workshop with Indian teacher, Raya
Sat 4 – Wed 8 May

Guru Purnima celebration with
Marianne, Pauline and Dean in
Hermanus
Sat 20 July
Regional workshop with Dominique
in Cape Town
October ~ date TBC
Guruji ‘s birthday celebration workshop
with Pat in Paarl
Sat 14 December
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Notices & Adverts
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MONTHLY SATurday morning
pranayama
with Ina Gerber
4 Pastorie Park, Reitz Street, Somerset Wes
9.30am to 11.30am
For further information:
083 303 5477
yogastudio.co.za
ina@yogastudio.co.za

Equipment made to order:
Set of 4 foam covers
Strap with square buckle 2.4m
Firm Rectangle Bolsters (cotton filling)
Soft Round  bolsters (cotton filling)
Sand bag 3 kg
Long breathing pillow

Small back bender R400
Yoga props made to order.
Contact Marianne at yoganannie@gmail.com
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Please contact Monica Tweehuysen
monicatweehuysen@gmail.com
082 425 0858
www.yogasupplies.co.za

Yoga props made to order
Hand made and sealed.
Contact Theresa: 082 465 7741

Iyengar Yoga Benches
Meranti: R1200
Pine: R1000
Contact: Uri Rubin on 072 787 5450
web: lotusdesigns.live

Lightweight large blocks
R80 per block (R160 for a pair)
12 × 23 × 7.5 cm
Blocks are wider and taller than the
normal blocks and are very light.
Contact Paula Viljoen at
heypesto@telkomsa.net
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Now only R50!

To mark our 40th anniversary, we put
together a photographic record of our
history, gathered from the personal
memories of our own community.
Contact: Kim Frankel
Email: frankels1@mweb.co.za
Tel: +27(0)21 789 2075
Mobile: +27(0)84 605 3610
www.bksiyengar.co.za

Did you know that we
have a Facebook page?

www.facebook.com/BKSIyengarZA
or just search for
BKS Iyengar Institute of Southern Africa
Join our online community for:

videos + events + info + inspiration

Now that’s something
worth “liking”!
See you online…
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“Yoga is a
powerful tool for
liberating ourselves
from unwanted
ingrained patterns.”
– guruji B.K.S. Iyengar

+27 (0)21 761 4658
info@bksiyengar.co.za
BKSIyengarZA

www.bksiyengar.co.za

